
This dynamic quilt uses great woodsy prints and adds fun 
appliqués of Moose and Pine trees to create a visual story from top to 

bottom. A great gift for the camper or hunter in your life. 

Uses Benartex’s Moose on The Loose collection 
by Cheryl Haynes

Finished Size: 48” x 60”

the quilt shown is a digital representation. actual fabric repeats will vary from design shown.
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SAMPLE

A

C

D

moose cross/scroll
4304-44 Green

moose crossing
4302-44 Green

parchment pine cones
4303-44 Green

(9) 2-1/2” x wof strip; subcut 
       (13) 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips.
       (5) 2-1/2” x 10-1/2” strips.
       (8) 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips.
       (5) 2-1/2” squares.
(6) 2-1/2” x wof, binding
from remaining fabric, cut (5) “large” 
trees using template

(3) 2-1/2” x wof strips, subcut
       (5) 2-1/2” squares
       (5) 2-1/2” x 6 1/2” strips.
       (5) 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips.
from remaining fabric, cut (9) “small” 
trees using template.(4) are for blocks.

E wood
4305-77 Brown

cut (5) “moose” using template. 
Note: Cut 3 facing left and 2 facing 
right.

wof = width of fabric / lof = legnth of fabric  / * = needs to be pieced

KEY/SKU QTY CUT

7/8 yd

B moose crossing
4302-07 Sand 2/3 yd

1-1/2 yds

1/2 yd

1/2 yd

(4) 2-1/2” x wof strip; subcut 
       (6) 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips.    
       (2) 2-1/2” x 40-1/2” strips.
(1) 12 1/2” x 40-1/2” strip.

F moose crossing
4302-77 Brown

(2) 2-1/2” x wof strips; subcut 
       (5) 2-1/2” x 6-1/2” strips
       (5) 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” strips

1/4 yd

G moose cross/scroll
4304-07 Sand

(1) 8-1/2” x wof strips; subcut 
       (4) 8-1/2” squares.1/4 yd

BLOCK ASSEMBLY

BLOCK 1:
1. sew (1)C 2-1/2” square to (1)D 2-1/2” 
square. then sew (1)H 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” 
rectangle to the top. 

H stars
2866-40 Pine

(4) 2-1/2” x wof strip; subcut 
       (5) 2-1/2” x 10-1/2” strips.    
       (5) 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” strips.
       (5) 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips.

1/3 yd

H

C D

2. sew (1)F 2-1/2” x 4-1/2” rectangle to left 
side of HCD square. sew (1)D 2-1/2” x 6-1/2” 
rectangle to bottom. sew (1)F 2-1/2” x 6-1/2” 
rectangle to the right side of HCD square. then 
sew (1)D 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangle to the top. 

F
F

D

D

3. sew (1)H 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangle to left 
side of BLOCK 1 CENTER. sew (1)C 2-1/2” x 
10-1/2” rectangle to bottom. sew (1)H 2-1/2” 
x 10-1/2” rectangle to the right side of BLOCK 
1 CENTER. then sew (1)C 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” 
rectangle to the top. square to 12-1/2”. Make 5. 

HCD SQUARE

BLOCK 1 CENTER

HCD
SQUARE

BLOCK 1 
CENTER

C

C

HH

BLOCK 1
(Make 5)

BLOCK 2:
4. using the Moose Template, create an 
appliqué (using instructions on the left) using 
the E fabric. Make 5. then using the Small 
Tree Template, create an appliqué using D 
fabric. make 9. fuse both appliqués onto G 
8-1/2” x 8-1/2” square. sew (1) C 2-1/2” x 
8-1/2” strip to each side of block. then sew 
(1) C 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips to top and to 
bottom of block. square to 12-1/2”. Make 4 
total. follow diagram for moose direction.

BLOCK 2-A
(Make 2)

BLOCK 2-B
(Make 2)

APPLIQUÉ INSTRUCTIONS:
trace template onto fusible web paper. peel paper backing off untraced side and press 
to the back of designated fabric. position traced fabric on blocks using the diagrams as 
guides. press to fuse following manufacturer’s directions. (For this pattern attach trees 
first then the moose)

fusible web 1/4 yd

Note: If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any 
questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor 

from whom you bought it. 

(6) 4-1/2” x wof strips*, border

NOTE ON TREE APPLIQUE:
in our diagrams we used alternating green fabrics from the collection to create more 
“depth” in the quilt. you may use any green fabric of your choice from the collection.
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BLOCK 3:
5. using the LARGE TREE TEMPLATE, create an appliqué using the C fabric. Make 5. using the remaining moose and small tree 
appliqués from step 4, fuse to (1)B 12-1/2” x 40-1/2” rectangle following diagram below. Make 1. 

QUILT ASSEMBLY

6. assemble quilt in 6 rows. create rows following the instructions and diagram below. 

ROW 1: BLOCK 1 > (1)B 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” strip > BLOCK 2-A > (1)B 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” strip > BLOCK 1
ROW 2: (1)B 2-1/2” X 40-1/2” strip
ROW 3: BLOCK 2-A > (1)B 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” strip > BLOCK 1 > (1)B 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” strip > BLOCK 2-B
ROW 4: (1)B 2-1/2” X 40-1/2” strip
ROW 5: BLOCK 1 > (1)B 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” strip > BLOCK 2-B > (1)B 2-1/2” X 12-1/2” strip > BLOCK 1
ROW 6: BLOCK 3

BLOCK 3

BORDER ASSEMBLY: Measure width and length of quilt top to ensure border cutting sizes. Below are our measurements.

7. sew (1) A 4-1/2” x 52-1/2” strip to each side of quilt center. then sew (1) A 4-1/2” x 48-1/2” strip to the top and bottom of quilt 
center.

FINISHING :  cut batting and backing 3” larger than top on all sides. layer backing, batting and top together and baste or pin. when 
quilting is completed, trim excess batting and backing. bind as usual.

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 1

BLOCK 1

BLOCK 1 BLOCK 1

BLOCK 2-A

BLOCK 3

B B

B

B

B B

B B

ROW 1

ROW 2

ROW 3

ROW 4

ROW 5

ROW 6

finished quilt size: 48” w x 60”l
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QUILT DIAGRAM

BLOCK 1

BLOCK 1

BLOCK 1BLOCK 1

BLOCK 2-A BLOCK 2-B

BLOCK 2-B



MOOSE TEMPLATE
(Enlarge at 200%)

Benartex, LLC • 132 West 36th street, 4th fLoor neW York, nY 10018 • t: 212-840-3250 • WWW.Benartex.Com

SMALL TREE TEMPLATE
(Enlarge at 200%)

LARGE TREE TEMPLATE
(actual size)

APPLIQUE TEMPLATES


